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Need information on overseas markets and trade?
We've got........... Plenty
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Just tell us what you want to know We've been involved in international finance
and trade for over 120 years.
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The Chartered Bank
Plenty of help for people like you
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We have over 1,500 offices around the world
All our international offices and managers
of the Standard Chartered Banking Group
are at your service. They can supply the
latest facts and figures on their areas.
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Director's Viewpoint
�watches and Mortgages'

I

was very glad to see the recent
newspaper report that Stefox
Ltd. has expanded its corporate struc
ture and production and sales
capability by acquiring two more
Swiss watch accessory manufacturing
companies.
Stelux is one of Hong Kong's many
success stories and a record · of the
growth of this company over the past
1 0 years would provide a fascinating
case study for industrial researchers.
Personal and corporate initiative, the
spur of �ompetitio? �nd, above · �11,
the legitimate aspirat10n to realize
business profit are exemplified in the
Stelux story.
Stelux is an important segment of
Hong Kong's rapidly expanding watch
industry. In the last decade, we have
moved from being producers of a few
low quality accessories to being world
scale manufacturers, of high quality
components, accessories and sub
assemblies. We shall become one of
the world's largest producers of elec
tronic watches and I have no doubt
that we shall sooner or later manu
facture fully mechanical watches �s
well. At that point, we shall be in
competition with both Switzerland
and Japan. It would make a great
deal of business sense if Swiss and
Japanese watch manufacturers were
to ·enter into joint venture production
arrangement with Hong Kong com
panies. Swiss skill, design and brand
names allied to Hong Kong's produc
tive capacity, productivity and free
enterprise business philosophy would
make an unbeatable combination.

I have been promoting this theme
for almost 10 years with the Federa
tion of Swiss Watch Manufacturers
with, I must confess, little real
success. Swiss watchmakers have
been unable or unwilling to see Hong
Kong as a suitable centre for high
quality watch production.
The Swiss Consulate-General has
also consistently pressed Swiss fo
dustry to examine Hong Kong's
potential.
Perhaps now that Stelux has shown
the way other cooperative ventures
will follow to the satisfaction of both
territories.
Another initiative seen recently was
the immediate response by Citibank
to the Financial Secretary's reference
in the Budget address to the proposal
that Government should construct
5000 home units a year for purchase
by the occupants.
Citibank went on further and pro-:
posed a joint venture between the
banking system and the Government
Hong
substantially
to increase
Kong's capability to produce home
units for purchase by families at
the lower end of the wage scale.
Home ownership is a most desirable
aid to social stability and, whilst the
Government can point proudly to an
unsurpassed record of housing con
struction during the past 23 years, the
need to provide working class families
with a demonstrable stake in our
society, provides at least one good
reason for early consideration of the
FNCB · proposals'.
Jimmy· McGregor
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Overseas Industrial Investment
in Hong Kong

THINKING OF
YOUR STAFF?

-You Can't Win Them AH!

few years ago the world's
largest producer of outboard
A
motors decided to look into the fea

sibility of establishing a plant in
The company, Outboard
Asia.
Marine, embarked on a serious study
to determine whether it was worth
while locating a plant in this area of
the world and if so where.
It
surveyed in depth a number of
possible locations. One hundred and
twenty specific questions were asked.
These ranged over the entire
economic, financial, political, legal,
geographical
and
infrastructural
spectrum of each country, from the
size of its GNP to the quality of
available schooling for expatriate
children. When all the returns were
in, the company's findings pointed
conclusively to Hong Kong as the site
of its future plant in Asia.
When Outboard Marine's HK plant
- its first in Asia and largest outside
the United States -was officially
opened last November, the company's
Chairman, Mr. Ralph S. Evinrude,
listed some of the reasons why his
Board had chosen HiK: transportation,
communications and banking facilities
among the best in the world; a strong
and stable currency; an excellent
geographical situation; an intelligent
and industrious workforce; vitality,
confidence and adaptability;
a
stable political outlook and a Govern
ment policy of non-interference.
Of course, in the last analysis no
company decides to set up a plant
overseas for any reason other than
profit. Therefore the most basic
question of all which they will ask is:

For all forms of Retirement
Benefits and Group Life
Assurance Schemes
consult:
GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
2nd Floor, Union House, P.O. Box 94,
Hong Kong. Telephone: H-233061.
You get a great deal from Guardian
6

'Is Hong Kong profitable?'
It could be that not every company
is quite so systematic and thorough
as Outboard Marine but there are
certainly basic questions relating to
the profitability of a location which
every company will want to ask.
For companies like OMC and Dow
Chemical, which is also building a
massive new plant here, a very im
portant - even crucial - factor in
their decision was the change in 1973
in the Government's industrial land
policy. OMC's plant at Tsing Yi
was the first example of the special
procedure for making land available
for selected industries which, by their
nature, cannot be located in high-rise
industrial buildings and which depend
upon a high level of capital invest
ment per worker and a more skilled
labour force. The Dow Chemical
polystyrene production plant was the
second successful land application.
Br·eakthrough

This policy change may in later years
come to be seen as a major break
through in HK's industrial develop
ment and much of the credit for the
change must go to Outboard Marine
and Dow. Both companies had
operated regional sales offices in Hong
Kong for several years, but the high
cost of land was previously a serious
disincentive against establishing a
manufacturing plant here.
For other industries,, however,
particularly labour intensive industries
whioh can be housed in multi-storey
buildings, the cost of land or premises
is not such an important factor in
their calculations. Of far more im7

portance is likely to be the · cost of
labour.
For a textile company, or a firm
producing, for example, zippers, the
size of the local garment industry is
likely to be a very important factor.
For a company interested in manu
facturing products in HK for sale to
the whole Asian region, HK's central
location and excellent sea and air
communications might be at the top
of their list.

VICEROY
FILTER KINGS

US leads
The most recent figures available
(March 197 5) put the total amount
of overseas investment in Hong Kong
industry at $1,659 million and the
number of factories with overseas
capital participation at 249. The
investment came from 21 countries,
t•he bulk of it being from the United
States ($817 million), Japan {$255
million), Thailand ($134 million), the
United Kingdom (also· $134 million)
and Australia ($90 million). Other
investors included Singapore, Taiwan,
Switzerland, France, the Netherlands,
Bermuda and the Philippines.
Ap
proximately half of the factories were
wholly owned by overseas interests
and half were joint ventures.
These 249 factories were spread
over almost the •entire manufacturing
spectrum, but the industries with the
heaviest overseas participation were
electronics, garments, watches and
clocks, chemical products and electri
cal products.
Collectively, they
employ a labour force of almost
60,000, representing over 11 per cent
of the total industrial workforce.

�ocLiss"TI

iCIGA�ETTESi

BRITISH-AMERICAN TOBACCO co'l (HK) LTD
Importers of finest quality cigarettes, cigars & tobaccos.
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What induced these companies to
come to Hong Kong in the first
place? What were the particular
advantages which Hong Kong offered
to their industry? Have any of the
companies subsequently regretted
their decision? iDo they see any par
ticular drawbacks in having a plant
in Hong Kong? Are they planning
any further expansion?
To obtain the answers to these and
other questions The Bulletin con
ducted a a series of interviews with
leading overseas manufacturing con
cerns in Hong Kong representing a
wide variety of industries and a
number of different nationalities.
The results were fairly predictable
in as much as many of the same
factors were mentioned by several
different manufacturers.
However,
the emphasis attached to the various
factors changed according to the
nature of the industry.
Quite clearly overseas companies
attach a great deal of importance to
the consistency of government policies
in Hong Kong. This is a point
strongly in Hong Kong's favour. The
Managing rDirector of Dow Chemical
Pacific Ltd., Mr. Bob Lundeen, was
particularly enthusiastic:
'In Hong Kong you know exactly
what you're getting into. You can
count on government policy being
stable, pragmatic and consistent. You
know what the ground rules are and
you know that these ground rules will
not change. You know the govern
ment is not suddenly going to demand
equity ownership. Oh sure, the
Financial Secretary might decide to
raise taxes by half a per cent, but
9

KEEP PROFITS UP
MAINTENANCE COSTS DOWN
Satisfying the _lubrication requirements of all your equip
ment .ceases to be a burdensome task with c,1 Caltex
Simplified Lubrication Plan. It's profit-making sense, too.
Safeguarding YOi.!r equipment from improper maintenance
or faulty lubricants means that you keep on schedule.
Reducing the number of lubricants on a job to a minimum
can save money, too.
Let. Caltex show you how a preventive maintenance
program can simplify inventories and overhead, keep
lubricants safe from contamination, save you downtime
and maintenance worries. Your Caltex representative has
all the details. Call him today. He's as near as y"our
telephone.

.

Keeps Machinery Moving

Caltex Oil Hong Kong Ltd., 7th Floor, Edinburgh House, Queen's Road
Central, Hong Kong. Telephone: H-233091

you know that taxes will remain low. Managing Director in Hong Kong is
You don't know these things in other Mr. Toshiharu Kitano.
countries.
This consistency, this
'We originally came to Hong Kong
stability, is a tremendous asset. In in 1964 as a joint venture with a
fact .I would place it right at the top local printing company,' explained
of the list.'
Mr. Kitano. 'However, after five
However, Dow welcomed the change years of operation the company was
in Government's industrial land policy. still not able to make a profit, so
'There was no way we could have finally the other party asked us to
purchased land in, say, Kwun Tong, take over. In fact only in the last
under the system of selling land to three years have we begun to show a
the highest bidder,' said Mr. Lundeen. profit in Hong Kong.
'Even with the change, the plot on
'At the time we were considering
Tsing Yi is by far the most expensive establishing a joint venture overseas.
piece of land we own or lease We already had an office in New
anywhere.'
York so we were able to get orders
A major reason for Dow's decision from the US to be printed here and
was the size of the local market for exported back to the States.'
polystyrene.
Hong Kong · is the
Was HK's lower labour cost an im
world's number one exporter of toys portant factor?
and Dow supplies a substantial pro
'It is true that labour here is
portion of the local industry's overall
cheaper
than in Japan. However,
polystyrene requirements.
output
per
worker is also much lower.
'Our plant will lead to economic
For
example,
to operate our eight
advantages for both ourselves and our
local customers. We won't see any colour rotary offset printing machine
more wild fluctuations in the price in HK we require 11 or 12 workers,
of polystyrene. Our major customers whereas in Japan the same work can
will not need to hold large inventories be done by five or six workers and in
in their godowns as before, and the United States I believe they can
do it with four workers.
neither will we'.
'Our machines in HK are actually
Also, he said, Hong Kong is the
only place in the world where the big better than those in Japan, but there
majority of the company's customers are still some books which we cannot
are within a 20-tnile radius of the print as the workers are not yet suf
ficiently skilled. The average worker
plant.
There are at least 65 Japanese in Hong Kong may have only had a
manufacturing concerns in Hong Form Three education, whereas in
Kong. One of the largest of these in Japan he will have studied to Form
terms of both investment and employ Six'.
ment is Toppan Printing Co. Ltd.
One considerable advantage of
which has a modern, well-equipped having a plant in HK, said Mr. Kitano,
plant in Quarry Bay.
Toppan's is that many of the world's largest
11

... If you are interested in having your product or service make
a solid impression on the Hong Kong market, we'd like to
introduce you to the SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST .. .
the best impression maker of them all ...
In fact it makes*1O2,OOO English language impressions every
day, on a high concentration of Hong Kong's most affluent
Chinese and expatriate households.

MAKE A GREAT IMPRESSION ON HONG KONG ... ADVERTISE IN THE

South China Morning Post
For rates and additonal information about advertising, please
contact: Mr. George Spence, Group Advertisement Manager,
G.P.0. Box 47, Tong Chong Street, Hong Kong
• SOURCE: SRH MEDIA INDEX 1975

publishing houses are here. . Thus the
printing company can negotiate orders
with them directly. Eighty per cent
of Toppan's output . is exported and
major customers mcl1;1de Rea�ers
Digest, Newsweek, Asia Magazme,
Octopus Books and the TDC, whose
'Enterprise' magazine is printed by
Toppan.
Toppan, like many �ther HK com
panies: has_ the pere�mal pr?blem of
providmg its operatives with good
quality training only to see them leave
after a few months. But, Mr. Kitano
says this is not entirely a bad thing.
It l;ads to a general improvement of
quality standards, particularly among
the small printing companies - of
which there are hundreds in HK and therefore a better reputation in
our major markets.

Zippe·rs
A maj�)f Japanese manufacturing
concern m Hong Kong, and one
which has been doing very well in
recent years, is YKK Zipper Co.
(HK) Ltd. The company's Director,
Mr. Hirofumi Kuwahara, told The
Bulletin that YKK is currently supply
ing some 80 per cent of the local
market for zippers.
They have
benefitted in particular from the boom
in denim and other casual wear in the
last year or two.
YKK is a truly multi-national com
pany, with plants in ·36 countries,
and 83 offices throughout the world.
The company first came here in 1966
and commenced production the fol
lowing year. They have recently
purchased land in Tuen Mun and are

hoping to move there from their pre
sent premises in Kwun Tong in 1977.
A major reason for establishing a
plant in Hong Kong was the size of
the local market coupled with the
need for rapid delivery.
Mr. Kuwahara agreed that labour
costs are not really cheap here be
cause labour productivity is low.
YKK also suffers from the high
mobility of labour in Hong Kong.
The third Japanese company con
tacted by The Bulletin was Yashica
(HK) Ltd., whose factory in Kwun
Tong assembles cameras with com
ponents imported mostly from Japan.
Yashica came to HK in 1967
originally as a joint venture.
But
like Toppan it later became a 100
per cent owned subsidiary of the
parent company. This is Yashica's
only plant outside Japan.
The Manager, Mr. Futsuzawa, told
The Bulletin that his company chose
HK partly for its proximity to Japan
- which means that components
arrive quickly - as well as for the
absence of controls on foreign cur
rency, the low tax rate, the low cost
of labour and, above all, the high
quality of Jabour here.
'Korea also offers good, low-cost
labour', said Mr. Futsuzawa, 'but
there are problems with foreign cur
rency and the country is less stable
politically than HK'.
Like other precision industries,
Yashica has had difficulty finding sub
contracting companies in HK.
'We are trying increasingly to make
our own parts in Hong Kong and to
rely less on Japan. Since we started
production the proportion of parts
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Try us on for size

The Bank of Canton understands 'your needs and provides
individual attention to you ....regardless of your size.
Yet, we're a bank with big capabilities. We have branches
throughout South East Asia, and our affiliate, Security
Pacific National Bank, has over 500 offices around the world.
Come to see us soon ..... You'll find us interested in you.

The Bank of canton, Limited.
Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Macau
Head Office: 6 Des Voeux Road, Central, Hong Kong.

fiAffiliated with SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK
Head Office:
Los Angeles, with branches and
representative offices around the world.

imported from ·Japan has �ecreased. that business has improved we're find
In fact we are now exportmg some ing it difficult to get them back again.'
The majority of senior staff is re
parts to Japan. But in terms of value
the proportion of parts made here cruited from the Polytechnic, where
Hanimex provides six annual scholar
is still small,' said Mr. Futsuzawa.
Yashica recently · started to produce ships and on occasions some engineers
a popular-priced 'Hong Kong model', are sent down to Australia for
designed and manufac_tured here, training.
Originally the local company's
which so far has been selling quite
well. Yashica might start selling it production was almost wholly export
here next month. The Yashica fac ed to Australia, but this is no longer
tory presently has 520 workers. But the case. 'Today our major markets
demand is excellent and the company are the US and Germany and only
is planning to expand to 620 workers about 30 per cent of our production
is now exported to Australia' said Mr.
in the near future.
Another precision optical industry Ronald.
- this time Australian - is Hanimex Levis
(HK) Ltd. which specialises in manu
When one thinks of jeans, one is
facturing high quality optical com
ponents for the phot9graphic and likely to immediately think of 'Levis'.
allied industries. Hanimex started Levi-Strauss has operated a factory
production in Hong Kong in 1965, in Hong Kong since 1970. · Initially
but prior to that used HK for it was a joint venture on a 70:30
financing operations, the attraction basis with a leading local textile
being HK's low tax rate and lack of manufacturer. Later Levis bought
the entire equity.
exchange controls.
Most of the factory's output is ex
The company's Secretary, Mr. Derek ported. to associate companies in the
Ronald, told The Bulletin that cheaper region, as well as Europe and Canada.
labour was certainly an important In the Far East region, in addition to
factor ·in the decision to establish a HK, the company has factories in the
plant here. However a constant Philippines and Macau.
problem is the recruitment and train
'Our philosophy', said Mr. Vincent
ing of staff.
Wan, Director of Finance and
"We're one of the few companies Administration of Levi Strauss (Far
here producing precision. glassware East) Ltd. 'is to aim to be more or
of this nature and therefore there's less self-supporting in each area, that
no pool of trained labour available. is, producing for the local market.
We invest considerable amounts of For example, we produce in the US
money in training workers but there's for the US market and eventually we
always the danger they won't stay. should achieve self-sufficiency in the
We had . to retrench some workers Far East market.'
However, said Mr. Wan, it has been
during the recession in 1974 and now
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difficult to induce local textile mills
to supply the kind of high quality
denim they require. 'It's not that they
can't produce such denim, but most
of them are reluctant to. The best
quality denim outside the US still
comes from Japan.'
There are two major areas of con
cern for the company, he said.
Firstly there is the high labour turn
over, coupled with the rapid increase
in wages. This has been particularly
so in recent months, with the 'denim
boom'.
The quota problem is also a con
siderable headache, said Mr. Wan.
'We would very much like to invest
more heavily in Hong Kong, but we
are unable to do so because of the
quota limitation. It makes planning
extremely difficult.'

The Managing Director of Philips
Hong Kong Ltd. Mr. T. Meyer, said
that, although he ha·s been in Hong
Kong for less than two months, he is
already tremendously impressed with
the 'fantastic efficiency' of. the place.
He has also found a refreshing sense
of responsibility among local staff 'If something has to be done here it
is done quickly and well.-'
Mr. Meyer listed more than a
dozen other advantages of being in
Hong Kong, from the lack of Gov
ernment red tape to HK's proximity
to major markets and materials
sources.
A major drawback, he said, is the
very high cost of land and rent, both
industrial and residential.
The trouble with working for
Philips, joked Mr. Meyer, is that you
simply cannot get away from it. 'I
through the Seychelles on
passed
The multi-multi-national
holiday recently thinking "at least here
One of the world's leading names I'll get away from Philips". But I
in electrical and electronic goods is suddenly come across a chap wearing
Philips. The company is, of course, a Philips T-shirt.'
Dutch-based, but it is probably one
One of Hong Kong's earliest elec
of the most multi-national of all tronics investors ( 1962) was Fairchild
multi-nationals, with plants in more Semiconductor (HK) Ltd.. 'Our
than 70 countries employing some original investment decision was based
400,000 workers.
on Hong Kong's favourable invest
Philips is involved locally in the ment climate, and the availability and
manufacture of audio equipment, low cost of labour'. said Fairchild's
electronic components, transistors, General Manager, Mr. R.E. Belcher.
semi-conductors and lighting equip 'However, in the last 14 years initial
ment, mostly for export. The group factors have undergone significant
has a majority participation in Elec change.
tronic Devices Ltd. (EDL) which
'Labour is no longer inexpensive
manufactures components, and in and demand for labour frequently
Coronet Industries, which manufac exceeds supply. But these problems
tures radios. Total employment here have been off-set by the increasingly
is about 2,500.
high value of output per worker and
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the growing technical capabilities of
the labour supply. Today's work
force exhibits the combination of
assets; highly industrious, dedicated
and versatile.'
His greatest concern, Mr. Belcher
said, is the potential change in the
attractiveness of the investment
climate. He focused on. two major
areas: labour legislation and taxation.
He is quite concerned about legisla
tion limiting flexibility of the work
force. There are signs. that the Hong
Kong Government is adapting labour
laws from outside which do not always
fit the real needs and requirements in
Hong Kong. The unwarranted ex
ternal interference and pressures in
labour matters may, he said, prove
detrimental to the interests of Hong
Kong in the long run. , Singapore, by
contrast, has publicly announced it
will not subscribe to or apply ILO
Conventions, but for some reason, the
Hong Kong Government appears to
be introducing an increasing number
of conventions.
His second area of concern is the
recent changes in corporate tax rate.
'Both the Governor and the Financial
Secretary have acknowledged that
corporate tax rate must be low if
Hong Kong is to remain viable as a
trade and manufacturing centre. After
many years of tax stability, we have
now seen several recent increases in
corporate tax rate and whilst the new
tax rate itself is not a disincentive, the
relevant concern is that there have
been two tax increases in the last two
years. Coupled with these changes is
the creation of a committee to study

and make recommendations on the
tax base for future Budgets. This
introduces an air of uncertainty which
affects investment decisions.
'Until the tax base and the cor
porate rate and therefore payback can
be clearly determined, I cannot
recommend further investment to my
Board. Again by contrast, Singapore
and Korea have known tax policies.
under which payback conditions can
be firmly established.'
Despite his concern on these points,
Mr. Belcher is clearly optimistic about
Hong Kong's continuing high potential
and strong economic future.
Indeed, after 7 years, Mr. Belcher
sees Hong Kong as his home, which
is why he is so concerned.
Perhaps the last word on Hong
Kong's pros and cons should go to
another American, since the US is by
far the largest overseas investor here.
Like nearly all the people contacted
by The Bulletin, Mr. Bob Lundeen,
Managing Director of Dow Chemical
Pacific Ltd. is greatly impressed by
the all-round speed and efficiency of
HK.
'The place really works. Aircraft
arrive on schedule, ships are not sub
ject to long delays. You know that
your cargo will arrive and be
unloaded safely and there are no
scandalous demurrage charges. Com
munications, both personaJ and
industrial, are first class. Added to
that, Hong Kong must be the most
open place in the whole Asia-Pacific
region for investment.
'If you think we're enthusiastic, we
are!'
17
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Two Good Citizen Award presentations were
held in February. The tirst was a large
scale public ceremony at Yuen Long on
February 13th attended by more than 3,000
people. A General Committee member, the
Hon James M.H. Wu, presented a total of
$42,000 to 21 recipients, all of whom
were from the New Territories. The second
presentation· took place in the Chamber
boardroom, where two public-spirited taxi
drivers were given awards of $2,000 and
$1,000 by the Vice-Chairman, Mr. Leslie
Gordon.
More than 300 members of the General
Chamber and the American Chamber at
tended a luncheon talk held at the Furama
Hotel on February 18th where the guest
speaker was the noted US economist and
investment counsellor, Dr. Pierre Rinfret.
H.E. Lieutenant-General Sir Edwin Bramall,
M.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., Commander of British
Forces, attended a meeting of the Home
Affairs Committee on March 4th to speak
on the role of the British Forces in Hong
Kong. Sir Edwin Bramall (2nd from right)
is pictured here with Mr Leslie Gordon, Mr.
H.M.G. Forsgate and Mr Peter Poxon.
The Chamber's annual luncheon for mem
bers of the Consular Corps was held at the
Hilton Hotel on March 8th. Mr Poxon is
seen here talking with the Doyen of the
Consular Corps, Mr Pio Pignatti Morano,
the Italian Consul-General.
Mr Poxon presented Chamber scholarships
to six students from the two universities, the
Polytechnic and Morrison Hill Technical
Institute at a ceremony held in the Chamber
Boardroom on March 12th. Mr Poxon and
Mr Gordon are pictured here with the six
lucky students.
Mr Leslie Gordon was elected Chairman at
the Annual General Meeting on March 29th.
(See page 20).

CATHAY PACIFIC

Introducing Our New
Chairman

L. W. Gordon.

I

"Ground hostesses in Asia
have a particular responsibility
to their passengers!'

"You're often dealing
with people who don't
know the procedures and routines. They don't know where to go.
We just keep our eyes open, looking for passengers needing help.
At Kai Tak, we have about 150 girls, speaking several languages.
We try and take care of every passenger whenever we can.
Yes, I like working with people."
Cathay Pacific Ground Hostess Ann Buckley; interviewed
at Hong Kong's Kai Tak Airport, December 19th, 1975.
People. They make an airline.

N 1907 the Chamber's Secretary,
Mr. A. R. Lowe, resigned his
post due to, as he put it, 'the pres
sures of business.'
That must have been a considerable
understatement, since Mr. Lowe, one
of the founders of the chartered
accountants firm of Lowe, Bingham &
Matthews, had to look after the
Chamber's affairs during half his time
and run Lowe, Bingham & Matthews
during the other half.
Mr.. Lowe had served as the Cham
ber's Secretary for five years. The
firm was established in 1902 and
joined the Chamber in 1907. It is,
therefore, one of the Chamber's most
senior member companies.
In 1925 it was decided to employ
full-time secretarial staff direct, 'Thus
leaving the Secretary free to cope with
the ever-increasing work which befalls
the Chamber with the rapid growth of
the Colony', as the minutes of the
Annual General Meeting for that year
put it. But Lowe, Bingham &
Matthews remained the Chamber's
treasurers.
Thus the company's contribution to
the Chamber over the years has been
considerable. Having supplied the
Chamber with its Secretary in the
early years of this century, Lowe,
Bingham & Matthews then gave us
our Chairman in 1963/64- that was
Sir Sidney Gordon. Now Sir Sidney's
brother, Leslie Gordon, is to be our
Chairman for the next two years. Mr.
Gordon was elected as the Chamber's
new Chairman at the Annual General
Meeting. Just as Mr. Lowe found
running the Chamber's affairs almost

a full-time job in 1907, so too will
Mr. Gordon find his time fully
occupied with the ever-expanding
responsibilities of the office of Chair
man.
Lowe, Bingham & Matthews has
come a long way since 1902 and is
now HK's largest !firm of chartered
accountants with more than 5,000
clients and a staff of over 620.
Mr. Gordon told The Bulletin he is
looking forward to his tenure as
Chairman. He sees his election as
both an honour and a challenge.
What are his plans for the Chamber
during the next two years? 'Well,
first of all I don't believe in change
purely for the sake of change. But
the Chamber must naturally keep up
with developments. Thus quite a few
organisational changes have been
made in the past few months. The
Chamber's sphere of activities has
been broadened. I think now we
must assess our progress and evaluate
the changes which have been made.
But I think the Chamber should on
the whole continue to develop along
existing lines.'
Mr. Gordon said he would like to
see more participation by members,
both large and small, in Chamber
functions. Such functions, he believes,
help to stimulate more interest and
encourage a sense of belonging to the
Chamber.
He also feels that perhaps we might
do a little more for the small mem
bers. Such companies do after all
make up a sizeable majority of the
Chamber's overall membership. Mr.
Gordon is conscious of the image_.L..
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no longer accurate - which the
Chamber might still have in the eyes
of some people as a 'Western
Merchants' Chamber principally re
presenting the interests of a few larger
members. Continuing efforts must be
made to change this image.
Another area to which our new
Chairman attaches considerable im
portance is home affairs.
He is
particularly pleased that the Chamber
is now showing an increasingly active
interest in this field. As he puts it,
'These are things which affect Hong
Kong and which affect our members.
In particular, I think the Chamber can
play an important advisory role in
examining and making proposals on
new legislation.'
Scott·ish nationalism
Turning to other matters, The
Bulletin asked Mr. Gordon, as a Scot,
his feelings about current develop
ments in Scotland. The Scottish
National Party has been steadily
gaining strength in recent years,
boosted no doubt by Scotland's new
found economic wealth as well as by
growing disillusionment in Scotland
about decisions that are made in
Westminster.
'Although I am a Scot, and in fact
I am currently Vice Chieftain of the
St. Andrew's Society, it is 24 years
since I lived in Scotland, so I'm
naturally a bit out of touch with
developments there. But I am cer
tainly not an advocate of political
independence for Scotland. I don't
believe in dividing the UK up into
separate parts like that. The country
is small enough as it is!'

Still on the subject of the UK, what
did he think about Members of Parlia
ment who spend a few days here and
then return to London as 'instant
experts' on Hong Kong making all
sorts of way-out statements about
local conditions?
'On balance I think it's worth
having MPs here, even if only. for a
few days. They can learn where to
get information in future and they are
likely to be more sympathetic to
Hong Kong, having been here. It's
better that they should come here
than not come here. At least they
can see for themselves what we have
achieved in areas like housing and
public works.'
He does not think it would be a
good idea for Hong Kong to be
directly represented at Westminster,
as was suggested in Legco recently.
'This would mean getting involved in
party politics. We s,iould stay away
from that.'
Leslie Gordon was born in Glasgow
in 1925, in the year of the Ox. He
joined the Scots Guards in 1943 ('As
a guardsman, not an officer') and
served for four years, mainly on the
continent of Europe. He became a
chartered accountant in 1951 and
joined Lowe, Bingham & Matthews
1.n Hong Kong in March 1952. He
has remained here ever since. He
became the Senior Partner of Lowe,
Binghams in 1972 and was elected to
the Chamber's General Committee in
the same year.
He is married, with a son and two
daughters. The son appears to be
following in Dad's footsteps and has
been in Australia with Price Water-

house, the international auditing firm 'You mean reading balance sheets?',
of which Lowe Bingham and we asked. 'No, non-fiction mostly,
Matthews is a Council member. particularly historical works. But the
Leslie Gordon represents the Hong trouble is there's just so much to read,
Kong firm on Price Waterhouse In and so little time· in which to read it.'
Looking ahead, how did Mr.
ternational's Council and recently
attended a meeting at Rio de Janeiro. Gordon see Hong Kong's prospects in
Mr. Gordon's eldest daughter is the next few years, particularly with
studying at Exeter University and the regard to our efforts to attract more
younger daughter is at school in the overseas investment in local industry
and the growing competition which we
UK.
face from neighbouring countries.'
Like other local Taipans, Mr.
'Well, we're obviously going to
Gordon holds an impressive list of have to put in considerably more
Directorships, including · those of effort in future in order to stay ahead
Hong Kong Land and Dairy Farm of our competitors, but I think we
and (of course) the dozen or so sub will stay ahead. The Chamber, to
sidiary or associate companies of gether with Government and the
Lowe, Bingham & Matthews. He is T:OC, is doing a great deal to attract
the Honorary Treasurer of the Com the right kind of industries to Hong
munity Chest and Vice...,President of · Kong, and there would appear to be
the Hong Kong Society of Accoun a definite interest overseas in investing
tants, as well as the English Schools here.
Foundation. He also serves on a
'Overseas industrialists are attracted
number of Government Advisory by Hong Kong's skilled labour, low
Committees, including the Banking rates of taxation and free exchange
Advisory Committee and is a member facilities. Also the absence of im
of the Trade Development Council. port duties, and above all by Hong
With his election as Chairman of the Kong's political stability.
Hong
Chamber he will no doubt take on a Kong is the most stable place in the
number of other important Committee region and I think this is due in no
posts.
small part to our stable form of gov
Mr. Gordon is a keen race-goer ernment and absence of political
and sits on the Panel of Race-Meeting parties.'
. .
Stewards. He and his brother (Sir
Leslie Gordon has great faith rn the
Sidney Gordon) own a horse. 'No, strength and flexibility of Hong Kong
it hasn't won recently', he told The and the vitality of its people. _ He is
Bulletin. However, only two days an optimist, but it is optimism based
after saying that, the horse, 'Pavot on 24 years of experience in Hong
Boy', came up trumps at Happy Kong. We can be sure that his
Valley at 5-1.
energy and experience will serve the
He lists other hobbies as boating Chamber and its 1,900 members well
and golf and he also enjoys reading. during the next two years.
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AUSTRALIAN ENGINEfRING
AND
INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT

Ps Demand the Facts- Or
Do They?

'MR.

Speaker, I beg leave to ask reasonably sure however that the
the Home Secretary how party whip would have been after Mr.
many of my honourable friends have Hooley for wasting Parliamentary time
financial interests in organised pro had he chosen to air these questions
stitution in Soho? I also beg leave to in respect of the UK and of his fellow
ask how many of my honourable parliamentarians.
friends are bankers, merchants or
It is a little unfair to poke fun at
industrialists, and how many are MPs who are prepared to take an
manual workers? Finally when does interest, however biased, in Hon_g
the Home Secretary intend to appoint Kong. Hong Kong stands to gain
a commission of enquiry into the from their interest whilst we could
social and economic circumstances of lose considerably if Westminister be
comes apathetic to our problems.
the United Kingdom?'
Any Member of Parliament asking
such a string of Private Member's HK. a ve·h icle
questions in the House of Commons
Given the nature of parliamentary
would instantly be branded either as
democracy,
we must from time to
lunatic fringe, or as one out simply to
score an obscure political point. time expect the occasional MP to use
Furthermore, it is likely that the first 'the HK case' as a vehicle for his. own
question would have been met with political beliefs and ambitions. The
an outburst of righteous indignation Labour Party is dependent both on
from M.Ps, and, under the operation union cash and union votes. For
of Parliamentary Privilege, it is doubt instance, an MP with a union backing
ful if the question could ever have and perhaps background, will of
course tend to assume that what is
been reported in the press.
good for Britain is also good for HK
Mr.
Hooley's questions concerning
A.ppro•pr'iate·?
representation in Legco might there
What however seems appropriate fore be seen in this context. HK
for the metropolitan power does not need not get too concerned about it,
always seem appropriate for Hong since many MPs will be well aware
Kong. These precisely were the that Mr. Hooley was in fact putting
questions asked about members of our forth a set of political assumptions
Legislative Council by Mr. Frank that do not necessarily command
Hooley, Labour MP for Heeley. assent from the majority of the British
('Hooley for Heeley' seems an apt people.
electioneering slogan - one wonders
His question concerning prostitution
if 11e uses it?)
was however in a different category.
The questions were of course taken It was offensive and unnecessary and
seriously by the Foreign Secretary, Mr. Hooley knew perfectly well what
Mr. David Ennals, as indeed he is t:he answer would be. That he put
obliged to take them. One may be such a question at all must be taken

Made for
toughness and reliability.

Ask the man who knows Australia
All you have to do is contact the Australian
Senior Trade Commissioner who will put you in touch
with suppliers of Australian products. You can contact him at:
10th Floor, Connaught Centre. Connaught Road Central, HONG KONG.
Telephone: H227171'-8.

Australian Department of Overseas Trade.
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as a measure of his distaste for Hong
Kong and his ignorance of our situa
tion.
Member companies unfamiliar with
British Parliamentary procedure may
not fully understand the significance
of Question Time in the Commons.
The questions asked by Mr. Hooley
are most certainly not to be regarded
as statements by the British Govern
ment. They are in fact the statements
of a private individual who also hap
pens to be a Member of Parliament.
Because of the tremendous pressure
on Parliamentary time, and because
of the two-party system with its need
for the back bench member to
subordinate him�elf to the overall
interests of his party, the ordinary MP
does not often get an opportunity to
bring to the attention of the Govern
ment all of the issues which he feels
are of importance.
Questfon t"ime,

One occasion when the ordinary
MP can however bring up matters
that might not otherwise be considered
is Question Time. Every MIJ> has a
right to ask a Crown Minister for
information on any facet of Govern
mental policy or administration, or
what he believes ought to be the
subject of Governmental policy or
administration.
The proviso, of
course, is that the MP must ask- seemingly- for information rather
than make a speech or put forward a
statement of belief. However, it
needs little ingenuity to turn a mini
speech into the form of a question.
Mr. Hooley probably wanted to say
26

'I believe there are too many bankers
on the Legislati ye Council and not
enough working men.' but could not
do so under the parliamentary proce
dure open to him.
D'igests

The Chamber follows all the refer
ences made to HK in Parliament with
the help of the digests made available
by the HK Government Information
Services. Although Hong Kong is
only rarely mentioned in a full scale
debate, it is frequently mentioned in
Question Time.
The statistically
minded may be interested to know
that almost 50 questions, including
supplementary questions, concerning
HK have been asked by Members
since the Christmas recess. This in
dicates a substantial volume ofinterest
in HK by MPs. And it would be
wrong to imagine that all these ques
tions were critical.
Questions asked cover the whole
range of life in HK - social issues
such as housing, education and
crime are mentioned frequently. So
inevitably is corruption. Leftwing
MPs in particular tend to interest
themselves in labour legislation and
wage rates. MPs from constituencies
where the British textile industry is
located raise questions concerning the
level of imports of textiles from HK
into Britain.
As far as the current Parliamentary
session is concerned, Mr. Hooley
holds the record for numbers of
questions asked. Including follow-up
questions, he has in the last two
months or so brought up different
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points concerning HK on 16 occasions.
Other persistent questioners recently
include Sir Anthony Royle, who of
course has long had a close interest in
HK and is one of our best friends in
the House, Sir Paul Bryan, and at
present Mr. Nicholas Winterton, al
though his questions have concerned
themselves solely with textile imports
- understandably so since the gentle
man comes from a constituency with
large textile interests.
Although the press frequently picks
up and reports some of the more
sensational questions concerning HK,
the full flavour of Question Time,
and thus the view of the British
Government towards HK, only be
comes apparent if a full session is
allowed.

Policy review

Our scientific planning and mechanised installation, aug
mented by advanced production techniques and modern
management methods, make us the most up-to-date and
efficient factory of its kind. With these facilities plus our
continuous creative efforts, latest technical advancements,
modern industrial designs and vigilant value analysis, we
can supply flash lights of better quality, better design, better.
price and can offer you better service. For resale or own
use, the best choice will always be

FLASHLIGHTS BY

SONCA

The World's Largest Flashlight Manufacturer

SONCA INDUSTRIES LTD.

P.O. Box 5974, Kowloon, Hong Kong. Cable: SON CALTO. Telex :84298 SON CA HX
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It is therefore worth quoting such a
session at length. The following
exchange of questions and answers
took place on February 18th.
John Watkinson (Labour, Glouce
stershire West) asked Secretary of
State, Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs, if the Government intends to
review its policy towards Hong Kong.
David Ennals �Minister of State,
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs):
It is- the Government's policy to
administer Hong Kong in the interests
of those who live there. The way
this policy should best be implemented
is naturally kept under review. My
friend will have a first-hand op
portunity to examine the situation
when he visits Hong Kong in May.
Watkinson: Does my friend agree

that under the cover of vast wealth in
Hong Kong lurk the areas of human
deprivation in relation, to the right to
vote, social· conditions and civil rights?
Is not that a disgrace for this or any
other Government? Will the Foreign
and Commonwealth Secretary take the
opportunity when he visits Hong Kong
to discuss the value of a £ 40 million
defence commitment to the colony?
Ennals: Certainly my friend will be
looking at the conditions widely. The
Hong Kong Government have had
formidable problems dealing with
social conditions in the territory parti
cularly in absorbing large numbers of
immigrants from China. The popula
tion of Hong Kong has increased
The major task, but
sevenfold.
progress is being made, is particularly
in planning of long-term programmes
for social welfare.
. Sir Anthony Royle (Conservative,
Richmond-Upon-Thames): Does the
Gentleman agree that Hong Kong
must be looked at in the Asian
context? The Colony has made great
progress over the past two or three
years. Will my friend give assurance
that the Government will support the
Hong Kong Government in their
efforts?
Ennals: Yes, I certainly give as
surance. The people of Hong Kong
expect it. It is true that Hong Kong's
record in a variety of respects com
pares favourably with that of other
parts of Asia, but we are aware of the
deficiencies. The Governor is closely
in touch with us, and the Hong Kong
Government are doing all they can.
James Johnson (Labour, Kingston29

Upon-Hull West): Does not my friend
agree that Hong Kong is unique among
the few dependencies left in the old
Empire? Has he studied the Fabian
pamphlet by England? If so, will he
comment on the suggestion made in
the House before, that although there
are not direct elections to the Legisla
tive Council, we should nominate as
members of the Urban Council some
elected in some shape or form by the
people 01' the pavements?
Ennals: I have seen the pamphlet.
It contains; some important ideas
which we are examining. The Gov
ernor himself has said there is room
for change in the Legislative Council
while retaining the essential balance.
There is value in having a broader
cross-section of life in Hong Kong
represented.
Christopher Tugendhat (Conserva
tive, City of London Westminister
South): Does the Gentleman agree
that the Governor and the whole of
the Hong Kong Government recognise
the need to associate the people of the
Colony as closely as possible? Does he
not agree they have done magnificent
work in building up substitutes for
democracy by the neighbourhood
councils and so on? It is China more
than anything else which makes pro
gress difficult.
Ennals: It has to be recognised that
Hong Kong's geographical and con
stitutional position -and obviously
not moving towards independence create problems which are almost
unique. We have great confidence in
the Governor and those who advise
him.

Much of the interest in HK is
generated by the efforts of the Anglo
HK Parliamentary Group, a group of
private members who have chosen
voluntarily, or been asked by their
parties, to take a special interest in
our affairs. To avoid any bias, this
group covers both parties, and given
the political differences between
Labour and Conservatives, it is to be
expected that one side will tend to
concentrate on, say, labour relations
and working conditions, whilst the
other will tend to stress the benefits
of HK's free enterprise system.

HK Association
HK itself makes a continuous
attempt to keep in touch with this
influential group -which collectively
can have a considerable influence on
our future development -via the HK
Government Office in London and the
HK Association. The Chamber has
recently stepped up recruitment for
the HK branch of the HK Association,
since a flourishing, informed and
active local group is necessary to
provide information and support for
the efforts of the Association in Lon
don. Chamber member companies
or individuals {membership can be on
either basis) who are not members of
the HK Association but would like to
consider joining should contact Jimmy
MoGregor, who is Hon Secretary of
the HK Branch, or his assistant, Miss
Veronica Loo. The subscription is
only $200 per year for individuals
and $400 for corporate members.
One of the functions of the HK
Association, in co-operation with
30

Government, is to sponsor visits by
MPs to HK. The purpose of these
visits is of course to provide MPs
with an opportunity to see for them
selves what HK is like and what our
problems really are.
Judged by their performance, or
lack thereof, at Question Time, some
MPs appear to benefit little from their
visits. This, one must assume, is be
cause their pre-conceived ideas and
convictions are so strong that they see
only what they are looking for, or
have come merely for the ride. But
in many other cases one can notice a
distinct improvement of the MPs'
grasp of HK as an overall entity keeping in perspective both the good
and the bad.

Benefit derived
Thus it was with interest that the
Chamber noted that Mr. Christopher
Tugendhat, who was in HK a few
months ago and, among others, met
members of the Chamber's Council,
recently participated in Question Time
on HK's behalf. Mr. Tugendhat's
'question' is quoted in the extract
from the session held on Feb. 18th.
In effect, it was a short speech, and
showed that within the limits of the
brief time allowed him for a question,
here was one example of an MP who
derived benefit from his visit.
The process of mutual inspection,
as it were, is not one sided. For
the past few years our own Urban
Council has organised an annual visit
to the UK with, among other things,
the objective of briefing MPs on con
ditions and problems here. Some of

our local critics are among the coun
cillors who have participated in these
visits and it is not perhaps surprising
that some MPs appear to accept the
accuracy of some of this criticism
without hearing the other view.
And, ultimately, only an idiot
would want to pretend that HK is
paradise. There are many short
comings in our record and per
formance that are no cause for pride.
But we have as many achievements of
which we may justly boast.
If one discounts the pleas of those
MPs with special interests, for exam
ple, concern to protect the industry of
their constituencies, the picture of
HK that emerges at Question Time in
the House of Commons is not unfair
to Hong Kong.
But we would like to meet Mr.
Hooley on our home ground!
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How your company can profit
from The Hongkong Bank Group's
extensive knowledge of
international markets
Although The Hongkong Bank
Group originated in Asia, we have
always had a very international out
look. Much of thefinancial support
fvr overseas investment and trade by
Asian companies doing business
outside Asia has come from us.
If your company is interested
in establishing or building up
its business anywhere throughout
the world, you should consider
using the accumulated knowledge,
understanding and resources of
The Hongkong Bank Group.

interpret facts and figures into selling
and buying opportunities abroad without having to leave their home
base. This background infom1ation can
include such vital factors as the ins and
outs of trading overseas, taxes, laws,
quotas, duty . regulations, trade fairs
and promotional possi.bilities, European
Common Market facts and so on.
All areas where inside information
could give you a very competitive
edge in very competitive markets.

International financing organized.
• As one of the world's biggest banks
and with assets currently exceeding
USSl0,000 million, The Hongkong
Bank Group is well placed to arrange
the many diverse kinds of financial
help needed to do business overseas,
be it in Europe, America or Australasia.

that often occur when you deal throu
local or correspondent banks in cou
tries outside Asia. And these are dela
that can affect costs because of ove1
night changes in the rate of exchang

Valuable contacts arranged.

In every country abroad, The Hon!!
kong Bank Group people are well
known locally and can therefo
introduce you right away to yo �
most influential contacts - ones th.
might otherwise take you years t
establish. They know the peopl
you should meet: agents, fello
businessmen, suppliers, Governmeru
representatives and those in technologl
and industry ... all at the right levcD
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Business partner for Asian com
panies overseas.
Whether your company is exporting
manufactured goods or importing
primary products or machinery, we
can help you all along the line. In
addition to more than 200 branches
throughout Asia, The Hongkong
Bank Group has offices in many
other countries around the world.
Market information and statistics are
marshalled by our offices and then
cross-referenced for the use of our
clients. In this way, businessmen can

u,,. tJfl ltrlp yp11 u•ltla .111 lt{,,J, a/ m,11,q ,,..,,r,,,
th,vw,e/Jo•• 1hr ura,IJ.
I ntcrnational financing, foreig11 ex
change dealings, Eurodollars and
Eurobonds - these can all be handled
by us, through our network of
branches throughout Asia and abroad.
We can play a valuable intermediary
role too, helping you avoid the delays

For further infonnation oi1 how you
can profit from The Hongkong Hank
Group's knowledge, please contact
any of our offices throughout the world

The Hongkong Bank Group in
cludes The Hongkong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation; Mercantile
Bank Ltd ; The British Bank of the
Middle East; The Hongkong Bank of
California; Hongkong Finance Ltd,
Australia; Wardley Ltd, Hong Kong;
Hang Seng Bank Ltd , Hong Kong
and W ardley Canada Ltd.

THE HONGKONG BANK GROUP
Serving Asia and the world.

HEAD OFFICE: 1 Queen's Road Central, Hong Kong. Offices in Australia, Brune�
Peop le's Rep ublic of China, India, Indonesia,Japan, Macau, Malaysia, New Hebrides, Philippin es, Singapore, Solomon Islands, South Korea,
Sri Lanka, Thailand. Also in Bahrain, Canada, Channel Islands, Djibouti, France, Gennany,Jorclan, Lebanon, Mauritius, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Switzerland, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States and Yemen Arab Republic.

